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Abstract
Effective environmental management and research require environmental and socio-economic data, information and knowledge to anticipate and predict the impact of development. However, current information, while often extensive, is fragmented, inconsistent, underutilized, and often inaccessible. These factors have lead to “information gridlock” where the data and information is available but requires
inordinate amounts of time and expertise to begin the process of acquisition and assimilation. There is a desperate need for an integrated
environmental information system containing both a knowledge base
and decision-support tools to help manage the acquisition process. The
dynamic nature of the information infrastructure, where new knowledge and tools are created continually, requires more than one acquisition stragegy. This paper will describe some aspects of the system
architecture and implementation approach of a large-scale project to
develop integrated information systems for the management of human
use of the environment.
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Introduction

Managing mankind’s use of the environment is one of the most important
social and political issues of the next several decades. The current environmental stresses on planet Earth are “unsustainable” and fundamental
changes to the way in which we manage the use of our entire habitat are
essential.
Environmental issues cover many concerns including global warming,
ozone depletion, contamination of local groundwater and preservation of
fish habitats. The American Scientific Community has chosen global climate
change [GM92] as one issue of concern, but this leaves many other extremely
important environmental issues, such as the management of urban regions,
as key questions to be addressed. With half the world’s population urbanized
by the year 2000, sustainable management of urban regions will be a key
environmental issue of the next century.
One of the major obstacles to improving the way we handle all manner
of environmental problems is the lack of easily accessible and useful environmental and socio-economic data and information. There is no lack of this
type of data and information, but it is inconsistent, stored in diverse locations on both paper and in various incompatible machine-readable formats,
and on many different computer platforms. Even different agencies of the
same levels of government often use incompatible data storage technologies
and formats. Accessibility is a particularly serious problem in urban regions, because environmental and socio-economic data and information are
often held by different and often overlapping levels of government, as well
as by various categories of consultants and public interest groups. Despite
networks such as the Internet[Kro93] which can provide access, the problem of finding, maintaining and updating information in such a dynamic
infrastructure is a significant data-management problem.
This lack of accessibility has led to “information gridlock” where very
large quantities of environmental and socio-economic data and information
are available, but cannot be effectively accessed or processed to yield insight into the management of mankind’s impact on the environment. The
dynamic nature of “Gridlock” also The dynamic nature of information networks such as the Internet contributes to the management problem: new
knowledge (databases, modelling tools) is being created continually and especially Much of the overabundance of data is available via the Internet,
which is not (yet) well-suited to providing Overcoming “information gridlock” should be a significant step toward reaching the goal of sustainable
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Figure 1: An information architecture
development.
The result of this “information gridlock” is that much time and effort
is employed at significant expense, redeveloping and recreating data, rather
than efficiently applying existing data and information to environmental
problems. The need to resolve the gridlock problem has been recognized
by the United Nations, the Brundtland Commission and many national
governments.
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A brief overview of current information services

Computer-based tools already exist to assist with organizing and accessing
of data. Users of the Internet are familiar with such applications as “FTP”
and “Archie”[E+ ], Gopher[A+ 92b] and Veronica[FB], “WAIS” (“Wide Area
Information Servers”)[Kah89] and “WWW” (“World-Wide Web”)[BL+ 92].
Most of these tools require (at least) a moderate degree of computing expertise in order to be used effectively. For neophytes to the Internet, the
learning curve for these tools can be overwhelming.
Others have identified these limitations. The general problem of finding and managing information on the Internet is addressed in [Swa93], in
particular the problems arising from the dynamic nature of the Internet.
Several projects are underway to produce computer-based information systems that are focussed on the problem of environmental information systems
(or “EIS”), including “CIESIN” (“Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network”) [CIE93], “ERIN” (“Environmental Resource
Information Network”) [Sla92], “GENIE” (“Global Environmental Network
for Information Exchange”) [N+ 92], and “Lamont”[M+ 91].
The goals and interim results of these efforts seem to concentrate on
accessibility of information (location, client software), and less on the information management problem. For an EIS to be successful, it must also
provide information management tools: in many cases, this entails acting as
an information filter, as well as an information repository.
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Objectives of the EIS framework

A fundamental goal of an EIS is to enable its users to locate, acquire and
process information relevant to a problem, and then present results in a
meaningful fashion. These users range from “domain experts” (planners,
environmental engineers) to the general public, and they often lack the
computing expertise needed to perform the necessary tasks. An important component of an EIS is to provide geographic-based mechanisms for
finding and obtaining information, and facilitate using that information to
solve problems.
To some degree, the functions performed by an EIS model that of a
consultant: the gathering, processing and presentation of information. In
many cases, the information gathered by a consultant already exists, and
simply needs to be accessed. Informally, an EIS strives to provide users with
the ability to be their own consultants.
Figure 1 shows the general framework of an EIS architecture. The Objectives represent the problem to be solved or the decision to be made.
Resources are the input to the solution or decision process, and Use represents the actions or Transformations that are to be performed on the
resources. The Location and Access Strategies column represents the
component of the EIS that enhances the accessibility of the resources and
facilitates improved integration of information and processes.
The “feedback loop”, where derived information and knowledge is returned to the resource base for subsequent use, indicates a mechanism
whereby the information framework provided by the EIS can be used to
magnify and amplify expertise. As information and knowledge are created,
they can be made available as a resource to other users.
The designer of an EIS must consider two diverse classes of user: experts
who are scientifically sophisticated and have a long-term focus on narrowlydefined problems; and integrators, such as municipal planners, who have
momentary focus on a problem, but have many such problems.

3.1

Locating and Accessing Resources

It is estimated that 35% to 40% of consulting costs are allocated to acquiring
resources such as data, information, expertise and knowledge (where “knowledge” is viewed as “encapsulated expertise” comprised of encoded data and
rules). Expertise arises in several categories, including: technical (focussed
knowledge in limited domains); integrative (broad base of general knowledge
4

and experience in its application); and adaptive (cross-disciplinary knowledge and experience). The resources are accessed independently and repeatedly by consultants and practitioners.
Additional costs in information-gathering are incurred because of the
computing expertise that is required to work within the existing ad hoc
framework. A primary technical goal of the new EIS framework is to reduce
this cost by providing a flexible infrastructure to expedite acquisition and
utilization of information. The qualitative improvement over “raw” data
repositories will achieved through the use of partially-automated location
and access strategies.
Since the fundamental purpose of the EIS is to improve the ability of
the user to acquire and use information, the access strategies that are embedded into the system should eliminate the need for substantial computing
expertise and should hide the details of data access.

3.2

The user view

The user view presented here is solution-oriented: the use of the system is
motivated by the need to solve a problem. In this context the goal of the
EIS is to improve the “connection” between Resources and Use.
In essence, there are only a few types of questions that are commonly
asked in an environmental context. For discussion purposes, the focus will
be on the question “What is the effect of doing X on a volume Y,t?”; which
is representative of commonly-asked questions. X denotes a physical activity or effect, and Y denotes a geographic region with a possible temporal
component. Repeated (iterative) application of this class of question is commonly used to determine if regulatory or performance criteria can be met.
An EIS can help to answer this kind of question by identifying tools
to help to define and resolve X , and by helping to specify or select other
resources related to Y . For example, X might be “increased rainfall”, and
a specification of Y might be textual (consisting or words or phrases that
describe the region) or a polygonal description of the area. If a specific type
of study is to be done, the EIS can help to locate appropriate information.
Conversely, there may exist a dataset that must be analyzed: in this case,
the EIS can assist in finding an appropriate tool. It is often the case that
there is a “feedback loop” between these two situations: availability of data
may motivate the selection of a particular tool, which requires additional
data, and so on. It is a practical reality, because of expense, that many
environmental assessments are done with the available data, rather that
5
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Figure 2: Framework for an EIS
completely suitable data.
In some cases, resource discovery is static: for example, the search for
a dataset occurs only infrequently. If an appropriate source is found, its
location and data properties are retained for future use. For other types of
information, modelling tools in particular, users may wish to conduct regular
searches to discover new or improved items that are available. This dynamic
nature of resource discovery is a consequence of the explosive growth of
existing network infrastructures: as more information is made available, the
problems associated with finding useful information increase.
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Design of access strategies

Given that there already exist numerous data repositories and collections
of tools and modelling systems, the major contribution of the proposed
EIS framework is to facilitate discovery of, and access to, these items. It
is apparent that the existing telecommunications infrastructure initially is
sufficient to build some prototypes of an EIS: hence the access strategies
concentrate on the organization of the data and tools and on standardized
access methods.
For environmental studies, most data are collected and maintained by
government (or similar) agencies, or are provided by commercial information
providers (such as consultants). In this context, the access paths and properties of the data generally remain unchanged (although clearly the content
may change). An EIS framework for data acquisition in this situation is
shown in Figure 2.
Modelling systems, tools, knowledge bases and so on are dynamic: modelling techniques may be improved, or new knowledge may become available
as a result of ongoing study. The methods and user facilities needed for
discovery of these dynamic resources are different from the static search and
access, as shown in Figure 3.

4.1

Data acquisition framework

Figure 2 is a representation of the proposed Data acquisition framework.
Paramount in its organization is the ability to encode queries and data ge6

ographically. There are a few components in the framework that require
special attention: a dictionary service that contains information about geographic references; a directory of available databases, tools and knowledge
bases; a directory index used to resolve database scale and resolution problems; and a trusted-agent mechanism to control access to databases.
These services will be available for use via servers located on a highspeed wide-area network (such as NREN[A+ 92a], CANARIE[CAN93] or the
Internet). Access mechanisms for a particular item listed in the directory
will be defined in its directory entry: although it generally will be accessible
via the same network as the framework services, this need not be the case.
The descriptions of the services here are organized by function. In reality, it is likely that the implementation of the framework will be done on
an organizational basis. Hence, the design of the framework must encompass fully distributed implementations. The X.500 standard[BCDS93] for
directory services may provide an important standardized base. An important aspect of this standard is its facilities for user authentication, providing
flexible access control and security for the databases.
Clearly, the potential scope of the framework described here is global.
It is critical that the first stages in the development of the framework concentrate on laying the foundation of the framework and creating a suitable
“recipe for change”. The example of the evolution of the Internet may be
instructive in the task. The original sponsoring agency of the Internet (as
it became to be known) specified only key protocols and implemented only
small prototypes. Many applications were developed independently, and
much of the growth was achieved incrementally by improving the availability of developing standards and applications.

4.2

Dictionary services

A dictionary service contains information about geographic references. For
example, in the query “what is the effect of toxic spills in Bloom County?”,
the reference “Bloom County” would yield a suitable polygon description
of the area. “Suitable” is a complex decision in this case. The obvious,
exact polygon for a particular reference might not be appropriate in some
circumstances (for example, computational complexity caused by fractaldimension effects on boundaries that follow geographic features). Hence
the user should be provided with the opportunity to review the “dictionary
definition”of an item before its use.
The ideal dictionary service is a knowledge-based system that can pro7

vide advanced searching and pattern-matching capabilities. However, simpler mechanisms will fit easily into the framework, and can be replaced in a
modular fashion as new and improved components are developed.
An important aspect of the framework is the ability to capture new
knowledge as it is created. This is especially important for the dictionary
services. For example, if a new textual geographic reference is defined (by
a user), it will be of value to all users if that new reference can be made
available. This update facility will require the use of trusted agents or some
similar mechanism.

4.3

Directory services

The directory service provides information about databases, knowledgebases and tools. A query might contain a request for a list of databases
that contain information about a geographic region, or a request for a list of
tools that pertain to a given keyword. Queries are pattern-matched against
the entries in the directory, resulting in a list of matching entries. For example, in the previous sample query, the keyword phrase “toxic spill” might be
used as the key to search for tools, and the polygon description of “Bloom
County” (as provided by the dictionary search) would be the key for the
search for databases.
It is imperative that a standard representation (a canonical form) for
each field in the entry is available. The directory entry indicates whether the
canonical form of a field is available: if it is not, the owner of the database is
expected to provide transformation functions that can be used to convert the
private representation to the canonical form. These functions could include
textual descriptions, formulae or computer programs. Whatever the case,
the transformation functions would be made available via the framework.
It then becomes the responsibility of the user agent to ensure that a query
contains the appropriate data representation.
Directory entries must be sufficiently flexible to reflect the variations in
the items that are to be represented. Each entry would have the following
types of fields:
• temporal. Some items are applicable to restricted time ranges, and
such information should be recorded in the entry.
• spatial. The canonical form (in the directory) for spatial information
should be polygons. For a database or knowledge base, this is the area
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covered by the database; for a tool, it represents any restrictions on
the regions for which the tool can be used.
• data specifications and attributes. This information describes the
characteristics of the data that is contained in the database: for example, soil data or groundwater information. The keywords used in the
database descriptions are from the same domain as the keywords that
describe the tools, thus allowing searches to be restricted to databases
that contain information suitable for use by specific modelling tools.
Clearly, items listed in the directory may contain other classes of information
of interest to users. The design of the directory services must accommodate
searching of such indeterminate information. In general, a query should be
able to specify matching criteria for any of the fields in the directory entry.
As noted, the directory services probably can be based on the X.500
directory services model. Directory users will forward search requests to a
directory user agent that will perform the search and produce a list of items
that are (or may be, depending upon search criteria) of interest. Subsequent
access to databases can be direct or via a “trusted agent” that accepts and
verifies requests. Such a technique provides full access control to database
owners, if they so choose. Thus, the responsibility and control of databases
is outside the domain of the EIS framework.

4.4

Processing user queries

The question “What is the effect of doing X on a volume Y,t?” is the user’s
view of a question. This question can be decomposed into simpler query
primitives that are easier to implement with typical information-retrieval
and database techniques:
1. List all information about X that is contained in Y,t.
Region Y may be a jurisdictional name or a geographic polygon (for
example, specified with an interactive map-based query tool). If it
is a name, it must be transformed into a polygon (i.e., the canonical
form for spatial information). The dictionary service will provide such
transformations. Once a region-reference has been resolved, the directory is searched, using both the area polygon and X as keys for the
search. X is a keyword that describes a geo-political attribute of a
region.
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Figure 3: Framework for an EIS
2. List all of the tools or knowledge bases that pertain to X .
The directory contains entries describing known modelling tools and
knowledge-bases. Associated with each entry is a list of keywords (of
the same domain as X ) that are used to define the applicability of the
tool. The result of a query is an enumeration of tools and knowledgebases that may relate to X in some fashion.
All user queries can be represented with a logical combination of these or
similar primitives, and hence, the EIS framework must support processing
of such of primitives.

4.5

The directory index

The search process implied by the first class of question in Section 4.4 yields
both intersecting and enclosed polygons. The enclosure case can cause
matches with too large an area, leading to false (or meaningless) matches
and an information “overload”. Consider, for example, a directory containing entries for databases about “Bloom County” and “the world”. The
polygon for “the world” will match a search for “Bloom County”, but this
result is of little value.
Thus, to be effective, the search must be refined in some fashion. Since
it is likely that the database described by the world-wide polygon consists
of smaller units, a scaling operation can be applied to the search. The
database index provides information about the composition of polygons in
the database directory. Using the index, the constituents of an enclosing
polygon can be examined to determine if they form a better match for the
enclosed (search target) polygon. Constructing an index for an existing
database represents an important value-added service.

4.6

Dynamic resource discovery framework

In most situations, data are static resources in the sense that their properties
and location do not changes once they have been established (although the
content may, of course, change). The static data acquisition framework is
designed to facilitate access to this class of information.
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However, it has been observed that for other kinds of information, modelling tools for example, there are continual changes in the availibility, properties and location of such resources. The term dynamic resources is used to
identify this type of resource. An EIS should support users in their searches
for these dynamic resources.
Figure 3 is a framework for a dynamic resource discovery framework.
The input to the discovery process is the user’s relevance profile: because
of the enormous volume of material that is available (and growing at a
great rate), it likely will be necessary to reduce the magnitude of the search
process. The result of search is a list of resources of possible interest. Since
the potential size of such a list is quite large, a ranking mechanism of the
discovered items can be used to help the user to identify key resources.
Composing a user’s relevance profile can be automated by the user agent.

4.7

Trusted agents

Database ownership, security and access control are of prime importance
to data providers: recognition of the proprietary nature of the intellectual
property contained in databases must occur if the commercialization of the
framework is to be considered. Hence, it is important, at the outset, to incorporate standards for access control, access charges (“pay for service”) and
similar issues. The trusted-agent mechanism is designed to accommodate
such requirements. The trusted agent can act as a “network gateway” for
the database, isolating the server from the public data networks, tracking
usage and calculating access fees.
The security mechanisms embodied in the trusted agent protocols can
range from simple (a null process, if the provider wishes to allow unrestricted
access) to complex (a Kerberos-style [S+ 88] authentication system), or some
measure between these two. In general, the trusted agent is just a process
that intervenes in all accesses to a database, and provides the “hook” for all
security and access control mechanisms.
It is envisioned that the trusted agent component of the framework will
consist of the protocol for the messages that users transmit to the trusted
agents to request access to the data. The specification of the protocol is
the responsibility of the framework, but the actual implementation of the
agent is the responsibility of the data provider. This division of function
gives the data providers the assurance that it is their code (and only their
code) that is actually “touching” their database. To simplify the process
of implementing the framework, sample implementations of a trusted agent
11

should be made available to data providers.

5

Observations and conclusions

It is a simple task to describe the ideal EIS: implementation of such a system
is not so easy. Practical realities require that consideration be given to the
real-world problems of incorporating existing geographic information into
any computer-based EIS (the data legacy problem).
The proposed EIS framework does not specify an end product: it specifies a base that can be achieved with existing technology, and provides a
standardized path for incremental enhancements to the system. It is important to recognize that there is no ideal system: any successful EIS will, by
its very nature, be a dynamic entity.
The most difficult step in the implementation of the EIS is the “first
step”. In order to begin to provide a useful system, existing data owners
must be motivated to provide access to their data, and applications must be
created to make use of data that is unlikely to be in any standardized form.
This is clearly a “chicken and egg” problem: framework-conformant applications cannot be developed until framework-conformant data is available, and
such data will not be made available until data owners can get something in
return for their participation in the EIS. Additionally, potential users of any
system will not be interested until there is some “critical mass” of available
information that will justify the new system’s learning curve.
The problem of “jurisdictional overlap” of data, where several independentlymaintained databases exist for a given geographic region, is already a problem for practitioners. For a computer-based system, this overlap will be
compounded as more and more information is made available through the
framework. It may be necessary to incorporate some notion of authority
into the EIS, in the sense of identifying the primary source versus secondary
sources of some particular set of data.
Implementation of the EIS framework is divided into two categories:
technical (the computing technology and environmental knowledge); and
organizational, which is the problem of motivating database owners and
application providers to adhere to the framework.
Solutions to many of the technical problems can be obtained with existing technology. However, the EIS can, and will, be improved in the future with better technology (faster networks, sophisticated knowledge-based
front-end applications to assist searches, better environmental applications,
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and so on), but the fundamentals of the framework can be designed and
implemented now. Note that it will be feasible to geo-code only the directories, and not the databases themselves (although database owners should
be encouraged to do so).
Solving the organizational problem is not as straightforward. Attracting
users to any new system requires that it provide qualitative and quantitative improvements to the status quo. There are two immediate benefits
to EIS users: information about databases and access requirements will be
centralized; and the productivity of existing experts will be enhanced. As
the EIS expands and becomes more sophisticated, additional benefits, such
as accessibility to “less-than-expert” users and elimination of the need for
computing expertise, will evolve.
Motivating information providers is more complex. A small, select group
of agencies should be selected as “partners” in the construction of a prototype of the EIS, using a small test-case to prove the concepts. Over time, the
framework can be “scaled up” and involve additional application developers
and data proprietors. This user-directed, “ground up” approach is in contrast to the top-down approach that has been used elsewhere. To encourage
database providers (and indeed, users), the cost of joining the framework
must be minimized, and the value of joining must be maximized. Retaining
control of data is another key component in motivating data owners.
The approach proposed in this paper would probably languish in a research laboratory unless key users are motivated to adopt this structure
both internally and as an access method for external users. Finding appropriate partners to adopt the technology is as important as the creation of
the original concept.
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